
During our photo-shoot for this season, the first creature to cross our path was a coyote. 
While always viewed as a trickster, some Native American tribes consider Coyote the 
creator of humanity; an important reminder that we are intrinsically linked to the natural 
world. That’s why here at Nomads we continue to work so hard to find and develop the 
greenest fabrics, and manufacturing processes we can find. 

This season hemp goes transcendental in our new vegan hemp “wool” and woven knits. 
We have three new unique mind-expanding prints, and more colours in our hemp fabrics 
than ever. We continue to push the envelope for eco clothing in hemp, organic cotton, 
soy, and bamboo, and blend the past with the future in our signature mix of Modern 
Vintage styles.



Vinyasa Bra and Underwear
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 195G/M 

This year’s bra and underwear set are a blend of comfort, 
practicality, and punky sensibility. Perfect on it’s own at hot 
yoga, or under clothing with our most seamless underwear 
ever. The Vinyasa Bra has a scoop neck and bold strappy 
T-back with metal ring (we tried it, it’s comfortable). The  
panties have our signature boy cut, and wide waistband  
for a super comfy fit. Get your Ohm on. Bra $30 / Undies $22

Cabernet Red 
 Chakra

Storm Blue 
Chakra

Black 
Chakra

Fig Purple 
Chakra

Ivy Green 
Chakra

Black/Grey 
Micro Stipes



Tantra Bra and Underwear 
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 195G/M 

Tantra sexy halter style bra with trompe d’oeil trio of 
horizontal peek-a-boo straps across the back. Bra comes 
in bold colour with our new Mosaic Print on the waistband 
and back straps.  Our most brief-like panties ever have the 
same mesh detail along the hems.  Guaranteed prolonged 
underwear pleasure. Just breathe. Bra $44 / Undies $22

Cabernet 
Red

Storm 
Blue

BlackFig 
Purple

Ivy 
Green

Black/Grey 
Micro Stipes



Amor Bra and Underwear
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 280G/M

Feel the love in one of our favourite sets of intimates in thicker 
and more supportive bamboo. Full coverage bodice has corset 
lines, adjustable straps, and lace trim across the bust. Signature 
cheeky boy cut for the matching lace-trimmed panties. Solo la 
passion. Bra $35 / Undies $22

Cabernet  
Red 

Ivy 
Green

Storm  
Blue 

Seal 
Brown

Castor 
Grey

Black



Anastasia Dress
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 150G/M 

Your friends will be fifty shades of green with envy when you show up in 
your new looser style dress with riveted snaps from here to there. Made 
from our lighter bamboo, this dress is perfect on it’s own, or layered over 
leggings. Collar ends with beaded strings, ruching across the chest, back 
and cuffs. $75

Cabernet 
Red

Storm 
Blue

BlackFig 
Purple

Ivy 
Green

Ethereal Dress
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 195G/M 

You can go your own way in this  little bamboo dress with a hood.  
Sleeve cuffs are prairie style poofs; now has a newly designed belt with 
grommets and adjustable tie. Crossover bodice, and flowing skirt that is 

longer in the back. Because loving you is the right thing to do. $79

Cabernet 
Red

Storm 
Blue

BlackFig 
Purple

Ivy 
Green

Black/Grey 
Micro Stipes



Spell Tunic
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/ 
5%SPANDEX JERSEY 150G/M

One of our favourite styles from last year reimagined 
in solid colours with our subtly patterned light 
bamboo Fractal Print on the oversized cowl neck. 
Priestess-style braided belt closes with a brass  
ring. Extra large hood for hiding your feathered,  
or fury familiar. $71

Helix Leggings
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/ 
5%SPANDEX JERSEY 280G/M

What you gonna do but rock out these 
hot as a pistol extra-thick bamboo 
leggings with double helix patterns on 
the legs. Like the love child of chaps 
and yoga pants, these leggings have 
decorative rivets down the thighs and 
ruching from here to there. $79
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Hollow Tee
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/ 
5%SPANDEX JERSEY 195G/M 

Pour-some-sugar-on-me sassy motorcycle- 
style, rocker chick bamboo peek-a-boo 
shirt with shoulder cutouts. Rivets trace the 
shrug-line of the arms. Just add the big hair, 
and your electric bike. $45

Hoodlum Skirt
28%HEMP/67%ORG.COTTON/ 
5%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M 

Cute little badass eco warrior army skirt 
in revolutionary hemp. Every season Anik 
makes a couple of pieces just for her, and 
this years hemp mini fits the bill. Ruffles, 
army style pocket in the front, flat back 
pockets, and all in our hemp terry for extra 
texture. Naughty never felt so nice. $75

Cabernet 
Red

Storm 
Blue

Black

Fig 
Purple

Ivy 
Green

Black/Grey 
Micro Stipes
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Black
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Black
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Black
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Black

Black

Kush Scarf 
55%HEMP/45%COTTON KNIT

Sink into that long slow warm feeling that only a 
cozy knit scarf can give you. Made from our brand 
new custom weave hemp and organic cotton.  
This hemp scarf is a wardrobe fundamental. The 
perfect length, and marshmallow comfy. $18.00

Ivy  
Green

Ivory 
White 

Grey
Black 

Black

Cabernet  
Red



Elsinore Tunic 
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 195G/M 

Get back to the future in this Elizabethan inspired bamboo 
long sleeve Tee with square riveted breastplate in matching 
Mosaic Print front and back. Longer torso and sleeves, and 
a loose turtleneck. Perfect for a cold night’s watch on the 
ramparts of your eco cabin. $65

Analog Leggings 
28%HEMP/67% ORG. COTTON/5% SPANDEX JERSEY 240G/M

Feel your pulse rise in our new hemp leggings with motto 
inspired patches, horizontal pleats, and no pattern around the 
torso for seamless layering. Topped with our signature wide 
waistband for comfort. Boom boom boom when you walk in 
the room… $69

Cabernet 
Red

Storm 
Blue

BlackFig 
Purple
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Green
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Daiquiri Tee
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 150G/M 

Be the maniac on the dance floor in your off-the shoulder, 
80’s inspired loose boat neck tee. Grommets down the 
length of the sleeves, looser torso tightens at the hip. 
Perfect for dancing like you’ve never danced before. Now 
in our new light bamboo with Fractal print. $69

Sakura Leggings
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 280G/M

Oh yeah, we haven’t forgotten about you eco warrior ninja 
goddesses. Classic Nomads stealth leggings-with-attached-
skirt has steam punk inspired brass rings on the front, and  
rivet-gathered ruching down the sides of the calves. For all 
your environmental mercenary activities. $95

Cabernet Red 
 Fractal

Storm Blue 
Fractal

Fig Purple 
Fractal

Ivy Green 
Fractal

Black 
Fractal
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Kalima Tunic
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 150G/M 

Own your inner goddess of creation and destruction in this 
simple long sleeve tunic in our new light bamboo with subtle 
looking Fractal Print. Perfect for layering over fancy leggings, 
just a little saucy peek hole in the back. Devour your enemies 
and your lovers with equal passion. $59 

Nexa Leggings
53%SOY/43%ORG.COTTON/ 4%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M

A Nomads favourite: next generation moto leggings in  
planet-saving soy. Stealth-style zippered pocket, rivets  
above and below the knee, and body armor knee pads  
for those parkour break-outta-eco-jail moments. $85
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Blue

Seal 
Brown

Castor 
Grey

Ivy 
Green

Black
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Reflexion Tunic 
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 195G/M 

A calm place for reflection, the Reflexion Tunic is the quintes-
sential long bamboo under layer or cozy long sleeve top  
to wear over leggings. Peace, like a river of ruching,  
runs down the front. $59

Spectrum Leggings  
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 280G/M

Prints and the Revolution! Get all over funky with these  
leggings doused with our Mosaic or Chakra Print.  Solid colour 
on the extra wide waistband. Perfect for driving in your little red 
hydro-fuelled corvette, or prancing in the purple rain. $62

Cabernet 
Red

Storm 
Blue

Black

Fig 
Purple

Ivy 
Green

Black/Grey 
Micro Stipes

Cabernet Red 
 Mosaic

Ivy Green 
 Mosaic

Seal Brown
Mosaic

Castor Grey 
Mosaic

Storm Blue 
Mosaic

Black 
Mosaic



Alive Hoodie
28%HEMP/67% ORG. COTTON/ 
5% SPANDEX JERSEY 240G/M

Like a revolution in a hoodie! One of our best 
sellers from last season, this extra-long hemp 
jersey hoodie with an oversized cowl neck in 
our new contrasting Chakra print. Kangaroo 
pocket is buttoned, and lined as well. Buttons 
undo to reveal a hidden zip pocket for phones, 
Bitcoins, or heritage seeds. Wide ribbed cuffs 
and hem. Begin your life again. $105

Freedom Leggings 
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/ 
5%SPANDEX JERSEY 280G/M

‘Make the rockin’ world go round’ in our give-it-
all-you-got sustainably luscious leggings made 
from our thicker bamboo. Zippered pocket on 
each thigh for urban travel gear, and decorative 
rivets with our Nomads logo. Get on your bikes 
and ride. $75
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Thrive Tee  
28%HEMP/67% ORG. COTTON/5% SPANDEX JERSEY 240G/M

A Nomads’ classic, this hempilicious hoodie has a ruche- 
explosion down the front, back and sleeves, and ‘princess lines’ 
that accentuate your curves.  And when we say ‘princess’ we 
mean like Princess Mononoke with environmental ass-kicking 
powers while she rides her super-sized bug-mobiles. Two 
pockets in the front and a fitted cowl-hood for windy rides. 
$105

Spectrum Leggings  
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX JERSEY 280G/M

Prints and the Revolution! Get all over funky with these  
leggings doused with our Mosaic or Chakra Print.  Solid colour 
on the extra wide waistband. Perfect for driving in your little 
red hydro-fuelled corvette, or prancing in the purple rain. $62
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Ivy 
Green

Seal 
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Storm 
Blue

Black
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 Chakra
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Chakra
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Chakra
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Chakra

Ivy Green 
Chakra

Black  
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Cortex Leggings
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/ 
5%SPANDEX JERSEY 280G/M

Connect with your higher mind in our 
new subtle punk style leggings with 
cutaway slits down the front, exposing 
our new mind expanding Mosaic Print 
in thick bamboo. Freedom for body and 
mind. $75

Transcend Tunic 
28%HEMP/67% ORG. COTTON/ 
5% SPANDEX JERSEY 240G/M

Hemp hoodie with a lotusy Elvin breast-
plate design that wraps around from front 
to back. Slight ruching around the middle 
to hide your cozy bits, and this season’s 
signature zippered pockets so you don’t 
lose any fairy dust along the way. Ribbed 
stretch hem, sleeves and collar. $105 
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Escape Pants 
53%SOY/43%ORG.COTTON/4%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M 

Like your favourite pair of jeans, but so much more 
comfortable! This year’s soy “jeans” have larger pockets 
in the back (for better coverage), and an all round 
sleeker silhouette. Front pockets are turned down with 
a rivet, and there are two vertical pleats in the front for 
a slimming line. Moto knee patches for your every day 
biking adventures. $85

Storm 
Blue

Seal 
Brown

Castor 
Grey

Ivy 
Green

Black

Molecule Hoodie 
53%SOY/43%ORG.COTTON/ 4%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M 

Every molecule of your body will soyaliciously happy 
in our new shoulder-baring hoodie with reoccurring 
tear shaped cut-out designs. Organic ribbed lining in 
the cowl hood, down the ¾ gauntlet style sleeves with 
thumbhole, and along the wide doubled hem. Style 
lines down the front and back accentuate your curves, 
while giving an overall Femme Nikita vibe. $109

Storm 
Blue

Seal 
Brown

Castor 
Grey

Ivy 
Green

Black



Believe Hoodie 
53%SOY/43%ORG.COTTON/ 4%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M

Don’t stop believing in the silky comfort of eco-fabric hoodies. 
Two large pockets with decorative snaps to keep your lonely 
world supplies safe and sound. Extra large hood is perfect for 

midnight trains goin’ anywhere… $109

Storm 
Blue

Seal 
Brown

Castor 
Grey

Ivy 
Green

Black



Calypso Tee 
55%HEMP/45%COTTON KNIT

We were so excited about our new hemp and 
organic cotton weave fibre that we couldn’t 
wait till spring to use it on this tee. Loose weave 
hemp awesomeness with horizontal stripes, 
drop sleeves and looser fit. See-through with a 
hand knit quality. Tassles along the bottom for 
all night dancing fun on the islands. Boho at it’s 
finest. $55

Archaic Pants 
53%SOY/43%ORG.COTTON/ 
4%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M 

Nautical inspired, soy slim cut sailor pants for all  
your earthly and oceanic adventures. Four Oeko-tex 
standard plastic buttons on the higher style waist. 
Slim cut legs with ruching down the sides, and 
tailored pants seams down the front and back. 
Cute jean-style pockets in the front. Perfect for your 
missions on the Rainbow Warrior. $99

Storm 
Blue

Seal 
Brown

Castor 
Grey

Ivy 
Green

Black

Ivy  
Green

Ivory 
White 

Grey
Black 

Black

Cabernet  
Red



Eminence Skirt 
67%BAMBOO/28%ORG.COTTON/ 
5%SPANDEX JERSEY 280G/M

The epitome of retro-modern eco style, this 
season’s longer and more romantic bamboo 
skirt rocks an asymmetrical hem that is longer 
on the sides. Get your cowgirl on with a riveted 
adjustable belt tipped in brass beads, and 
our signature wider waistband. Perfect over 
leggings, tights, or on it’s own with just your 
big bad boots. $79

Denali Sweater: 
55%HEMP/45%COTTON KNIT

We are so excited about our brand new cozy 
vegan Hemp custom knit “wool” sweater! Not 
so long that it hides all the good stuff, the 
Denali has thick cable ribbing along the hem, 
cuffs, and on the fold over loose turtle neck. 
Two big recycled plastic buttons on the collar, 
and three down the sleeves. The view looks 
good from here! $85

Cabernet  
Red 

Ivy 
Green

Storm  
Blue 

Seal 
Brown

Castor 
Grey

Black

Ivy  
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Black 

Black

Cabernet  
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Sanctuary Cardigan
55%HEMP/45%COTTON KNIT

Now you can truly find sanctuary from the storm in our newly 
redesigned slouchy relaxed throw-over wrap in hemp and 

organic cotton  knit coziness. Two ties on the side for extra 
protection from the elements. $85

Ivy  
Green

Ivory 
White 

Grey
Black 

BlackCabernet  
Red



Skyline Hoodie 
100% ORGANIC COTTON TERRY FLEECE 450G/M 

Looking for the perfect hoodie to take on your mountain 
climbing mission to signal entities from another planet? 
Look no further! This double-breasted jacket is made 
from our ultra durable organic cotton, and is lined on 
the sleeves, collar, and inside the double breast with our 
Mosaic Print. This year’s styles are all about the zippered 
pockets so that the keys to your spacebike don’t get lost 
along the way. Rivets and pleats on the cuffs, collar and 
army style epaulettes. $139

Storm 
Blue

BlackCastor 
Grey

Journey Hoodie 
100% ORGANIC COTTON TERRY FLEECE 450G/M

Any way you want it…that’s the way you 
need it! Must-have fitted hoodie in our new 
organic cotton fleece. Detachable hood with 
chin-guard for extreme journeys. Style-lines in 
the back, and four pockets that zip or snap to 
keep your survival gear safe. $139 

Storm 
Blue

BlackCastor 
Grey



Ritual Tunic 
28%HEMP/67%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M

Oh yeah, you want this one. Made from two-toned hemp terry, 
this mid-thigh-length tunic has an extra-large ruched hood 
for wild windy rides on your bug-copter. Short bishop sleeves 
have long doubled cuffs to the elbow.  A faux dropped waist 
urban tool belt, pocket with pleats, and our Nomads rivets 
makes carrying stardust, (or throwing stars) a cinch. Now in 
two toned red as well! $119

Red/ 
Black

Blue/ 
Grey

Beige/ 
Black

Purple/ 
Black

Grey/ 
Black

Black



Ashram Sweater 
28%HEMP/67%ORG.COTTON/ 
5%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M 

Go into your place of energetic peace in our 
brand new hemp and organic cotton longer 
sweater in two-tone terry. Braided faux necklace 
ropes around the extra wide turtleneck. Princess 
seams end in half kangaroo pockets. Distressed 
seams on the hem and sleeves give it a naturally 
finished look. $109

Axiom Leggings 
53%Soy/43%Org.Cotton/ 
4%Spandex Terry 280g/m 

It goes without saying that these are the must-
have soy-terry leggings of the year. We couldn’t 
fit a single other detail on these leggings if we 
tried –they are loaded: zippered leg pockets, this 
seasons signature diagonal textured seams on 
the knee pads, and snaps down the army-style 
faux gaiters. $89

Red/ 
Black

Blue/ 
Grey

Beige/ 
Black

Purple/ 
Black

Grey/ 
Black

Black
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Sequoia Sweater
28%HEMP/67%ORG.COTTON/ 
5%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M

The Audrey Hepburn of deconstructed 
hipster tops is cozy elegance in sumptuous 
Hemp terry “stripes” with unfinished seams. 
Fitted torso, two wooden buttons at the 
oversized boat neck turtleneck. $105

Red/ 
Black

Blue/ 
Grey

Beige/ 
Black

Purple/ 
Black

Grey/ 
Black

Black



Awaken Sweater 
28%HEMP/67%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M 

Stand up for your right to a healthy fabric alternative in our 
new hemp terry turtleneck sweater with rivets angled across 
the chest. Extra long ruched sleeves, and long ruche adjust-
ment with strings down the front.  Don’t give up the fight for a 
greener future, in Gaia’s most earth loving fabric. $99

Red/ 
Black

Blue/ 
Grey

Beige/ 
Black

Purple/ 
Black

Grey/ 
Black

Black



Ephemera Jacket
28%HEMP/67%ORG.COTTON/5%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M

Barely there hooded jacket in our cozy hemp terry, 
or two-toned hemp weave. Large Oeko-tex standard 
plastic buttons decorate the pleated front and sleeves. 
Kisses the ribs. For when it’s just a little chilly on the 
revolutionary front. $99

Pilgrim Pants
53%SOY/43%ORG.COTTON/4%SPANDEX TERRY 280G/M 

Our Return Of The Jedi, freedom fighting, Assassin’s 
Creed, boot cut pants with zippers and pocket strike 
back! What cargo pants wished they looked like…these 
pants have all the storage pockets, and comfort  
you need for extended spiritual, metaphysical,  
or psychedelic pilgrimages. $95
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Grey
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We always do our best to match our printed colour swatches in our catalogue to the fabric colours we use, but the simple truth is that ink pigment, fabric pigment, 
and for that matter, screen colours are not the same. Please use this chart as a reference only for the great colour array we have chosen this season.

Fall  Winter2016 Colour &  
 Pattern Chart
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